The human medium chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase gene promoter consists of a complex arrangement of nuclear receptor response elements and Sp1 binding sites.
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Based on additional DNA sequence analysis, the published sequence of the human MCAD gene promoter is incorrect in two locations. The sequence should include an additional G at −207 and an additional C at −176 relative to the transcription start site (= +1). In addition, the 5′ ends of the MCADCAT plasmids were incorrectly designated. Due to these errors, the numbering system used to describe the MCADCAT plasmids was incorrect. MCADCAT (−362/+189) should be designated MCADCAT (−371/+189) and MCADCAT (−312/+189) should be designated MCADCAT (−317/+189). The corrected sequence has been submitted to GenBank. The correct numbering of the MCAD gene promoter and location of regulatory elements is depicted in the revised schematic shown below (replacing the schematic in Fig. 1). These corrections do not change the conclusions stated in this paper.

We suggest that subscribers photocopy these corrections and insert the photocopies at the appropriate places where the article to be corrected originally appeared. Authors are urged to introduce these corrections into any reprints they distribute. Secondary (abstract) services are urged to carry notice of these corrections as prominently as they carried the original abstracts.
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